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“As we were comparing various products and
pricing for our new space in Renaissance
Square it was obvious that the ALUR Walls
and MAI products were superior and
reasonable from a pricing perspective. Due to
your pricing structure and the time you took to
explain the unique features of the products,
choosing Ideal Commercial Interiors was an
easy decision to make. We were pleased with
the ease of installation of the ALUR Wall
System and MAI products and were equally
impressed with the attention to detail, quality
and follow up of your installation team!”
Gina Dingman, CCIM
President, Everest Real Estate Advisors

For more information, contact us at 612.759.0955
or visit us at www.icinteriors.net.

Everest Real Estate Advisors
Looking to start their new venture, Everest Real
Estate Advisors (EREA) decided it was time to look
for office space in Downtown Minneapolis. They
eventually chose a suite in the Renaissance Square,
an 100+ year old building in the heart of downtown.
While moving into a historical building has its
benefits, they realized that the floor was uneven by
almost one inch in some places. Thankfully, the
ALUR Wall System that Gina and her team decided
on was able to compensate for unleveled floors up to
1 1/2 inch. Due to the constricted size of the office
space the challenge was creating private offices while
maintaining an open office environment. Our
solution to this problem was the use of glass fronts
with sliding doors and wall mounted modular
furniture resulting in more usable office space and
enhanced utilization of natural lighting. Ideal
Commercial Interiors provided EREA with filing,
walls, freestanding furniture and seating to create an
all-in solution from a single manufacturer. This
resulted in competitive pricing on the entire project.
The project was completed on budget and without
any major issues and EREA were pleased with the
final product.

